Recap: 2016-2017 activities and input

Country scorecards

ETP assessment and modelling plans

✓ Industry
  ✓ Technology investments for CHP and IEH
  ✓ Data/Indicators on BAT (CHP, IEH recovery, heat pumps)
  ✓ Tools to capture IEH benefits (indicators, business models, barriers)

✓ Buildings
  ✓ Technology efficiency and cost curve data (envelopes/equipment/DHC)
  ✓ Best practice and business model examples
  ✓ Policy inputs (improved global resolution) and MB indicators

✓ Supply
  ✓ Revision of techno-economic inputs on CHP/DHC
  ✓ Global investment indicators
  ✓ Local heat mapping studies
Roundtable assessment

✓ Stakeholder input
  ✓ Are we “hitting” the right buttons? Thoughts on plans forward?
  ✓ What do you see as key issues to assess over next 1-3 years?
  ✓ Are we missing co-operative possibilities?

✓ Possible future projects
  ✓ Areas of interest for 2017 and beyond
  ✓ How can we stay better connected

✓ Phase V (?)
  ✓ How useful is the Collaborative?
  ✓ What do you see as the Collaborative’s value?
  ✓ How can we improve the Collaborative?
Thanks!

john.dulac@iea.org
kira.west@iea.org